The COVID-19 pandemic began as a cluster of reported cases of acute respiratory illness in China on 31 December 2019 and went on to spread with exponential growth across the globe. By the time it was characterized as a global pandemic on 11 March 2020 (1), 17 of 22 countries in the Eastern Mediterranean Region (EMR) had reports of infected persons (2,3). EMR countries are particularly susceptible to such outbreaks due to the presence of globally interconnected markets; complex emergencies in more than half of the countries; religious mass gatherings that draw tens of millions of pilgrims annually; and variation in emergency care systems capacity and health systems performance within and between countries (4).
Emergency care is an essential part of the health system and serves as the first point of contact for many around the Region. In times of mass emergency events – including natural disasters, conflict and outbreaks like COVID-19 – the need for care for injuries and other acute conditions increases (5). The emergency care system encompasses key functions from the scene of injury or illness, during transport and through to emergency unit and early inpatient care (6). In well-functioning health systems it is the everyday emergency care system that rapidly surges human, material and organizational resources in times of public health emergency to maintain access to essential emergency care services, to limit direct mortality, and avoid secondary mortality altogether (5).

Even prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the World Health Organization (WHO) and Member States expressed commitment to scaling up emergency care through resolutions of the Eastern Mediterranean Regional Committee (EM/RC63/R.1) and the World Health Assembly (WHA72.16). In response, WHO at the global and regional levels embarked on initiatives to support ECS development through conducting Emergency Care Systems Assessments in 10 EMR countries to help policy-makers coordinate system development activities and use existing processes and resources more effectively. Further work has been done to support implementation of a package of emergency care tools including: the Integrated Interagency Triage Tool (prehospital, routine and mass casualty); Emergency Medical and Trauma Care Checklists; the Basic Emergency Care – an open-access training course for frontline health-care providers who manage acute illness and injury with limited resources; and the International Registry of Trauma and Emergency care to help gather essential data about the performance of emergency care systems (6,7). Despite these positive steps more work is needed to develop and strengthen emergency care systems in the Region. In the coming months many activities that will be undertaken as part of the COVID-19 response will overlap key functions of the emergency care system. These activities should be integrated into the underlying emergency care system to strengthen their ability to maintain access to essential emergency services, and their ability to respond to the current and future public health emergencies.

One important emergency care systems function component is system activation – frequently through an emergency care access number – whereby the public can activate an emergency response in times of illness or injury. Only 13 of 22 EMR countries report having a national emergency care access number (8). Meanwhile, a survey of EMR ministry of health websites, personal communications with ministry of health staff, and reviews of public news reports reveal that 20 of 22 EMR member-states (and Palestine) have established ad hoc national or regional COVID-19 hotlines for the public to access information, report suspected cases, and be screened for symptoms of COVID-19. Early reports indicate widespread utilization of these hotlines with Egypt registering more than 40 000 calls per day, prompting the creation of an integrated smartphone application that has been downloaded by over 1 million Egyptians (9).
Overwhelming public demand in the United Arab Emirates for access to COVID-19 information has lead to the creation of a WhatsApp account powered by artificial intelligence to answer the large number of public inquiries. The creation of COVID-19 hotlines and the widespread public use of these numbers present an opportunity to maintain this architecture to create emergency access numbers for system activation in countries where this has been lacking.

Another key functional component is field-to-facility communication. Such pre-arrival notification and coordination between ambulance services and emergency units is rare in the Region (10). Limited availability of personal protective equipment and lack of isolation capability heighten the need to identify suspected COVID-19 patients even before their arrival at health facilities. It is essential that as countries establish pre-arrival notification protocols for suspected COVID-19 cases, that they make plans to integrate such field-to-facility communication into routine operations to ensure emergency units are similarly prepared for all critical and time-sensitive cases such as acute myocardial infarction, stroke, and trauma. Doing so can reduce time to treatment and improve outcomes in the Region (11-14).

Despite countries’ efforts to control patient flow by directing suspected COVID-19 patients to dedicated facilities, many “self-present” to facilities of their choosing. Moreover, patients presenting for unrelated emergencies (e.g., trauma) may also be co-infected with COVID-19 – whether or not they are symptomatic. It is imperative that all EMR emergency units implement WHO guidance on Clinical Management of COVID-19, including routine screening at the first point of contact with the health system, strict adherence to infection prevention and control measures, and acuity-based triage in order to limit health care worker exposure and ensure that critically ill and injured patients receive timely access to emergency services (15-18).

A recent WHO survey showed that since the COVID-19 pandemic began, 26% of EMR countries have reported partial or complete disruption of cardiovascular emergency care (19). Updated WHO technical guidance emphasizes management of emergency health conditions, common acute presentations requiring time-sensitive intervention, and 24-hour access to acute care services at first-level hospitals as key elements of maintaining access to essential health services (20,21). EMR countries have begun to explore strategies to maintain access to noncommunicable disease care for populations at highest risk. These efforts should be highlighted to enable the health system to safely meet the overall emergency care needs of the public while preserving facility capacity for the COVID-19 response.

A systematic approach to emergency care — centered on acuity-based triage, early recognition
and resuscitation, and simple initial management and referral — has been shown to decrease the mortality associated with a range of medical and surgical conditions (6). Current WHO technical guidance not only includes systematic approaches to Clinical Management of COVID-19 but also includes the Basic Emergency Care Course as essential guidance for management of suspected COVID-19 cases, as well as the larger population, which continues to present with acute conditions and exacerbations of chronic illness. EMR countries should re-double efforts to train frontline providers in Basic Emergency Care, as these systematic approaches to emergency care are crucial to saving lives now and in the future.

Throughout the Region, populations displaced by conflict and social dislocation are settled in camps and low-income communities characterized by close quarters and inadequate access to water and sanitation needed to manage an infectious disease outbreak. Additionally, many EMR countries lack legislation guaranteeing access to emergency care for all (a key WHO Health System Building Block under governance), which limits access to marginal communities (10). Since the Region is host to the largest number of displaced persons in the world, region-specific guidance has been developed to guide health system response to COVID-19 in the context of displacement (22). What is further needed, however, is the rationalization of health policies to ensure that all acutely ill or injured persons may access emergency care to limit unnecessary morbidity and mortality and to eliminate potential reservoirs of infection in the wider community.

Violence against health care workers has increased globally in the context of COVID-19 (23). Such workplace violence is unfortunately routinely prevalent in emergency units across the Region and frequency of exposure to violence is cited as a major cause of health worker burnout in EMR countries (24-28). Ensuring patient and provider safety are core cross-cutting functional components of the WHO Emergency Care Systems Framework. It is imperative that EMR countries not only implement WHO guidance on rights, roles and responsibilities of health workers to include increased security for emergency units and ambulance teams, but that they support a zero-tolerance policy towards violence against health workers and establish monitoring and reporting of violations to protect emergency patients and staff (29).

Lastly, there is a paucity of high-quality published data on emergency care systems in the Region and an urgent need for operational research to understand the emergency care needs and emergency care systems performance in EMR countries. This is also true in the context of COVID-19, with only a few published reports of primarily single facility experience rather than systematic analysis of the emergency care system performance in this time of public health emergency. Establishing robust emergency care data collection through the International Registry of Trauma and Emergency Care, and linking to other existing public health information systems, can strengthen emergency surveillance systems. In addition, it can serve as a bridge between public health emergency response and ongoing quality and performance improvement.
of national emergency care systems (30).

The COVID-19 pandemic represents a stress test of countries’ health systems. Policy-makers in the Region must seize the opportunity to identify gaps in their emergency care systems, thereby integrating elements of the pandemic response to create lasting improvements that strengthen the ability of their emergency care system to respond to routine and public health emergencies in the future.
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